Monday 11th March 2019
Dear Parents and Carers,
YEAR 3 SPRING TERM WEEK 9
Week at a glance:
Maths

English

This week the children will continue learning about fractions. They will:
• compare two or three related fractions and identify the greater or smaller fraction
using the equivalent fraction method
• compare two or three unrelated fractions and identify the greater or smaller fraction
using the equivalent fraction method
• compare and arrange two or three fractions in ascending or descending order
This week we will be looking the poem ‘Windy Nights’ by Robert Louis Stevenson.
The children will look at the way it has been written and write new verses of their
own.
We will also be writing reports about Roman day, and learning about Mary Anning
through guided reading and comprehension activities.

Homework for this week:

Monday
Tuesday

Homework out
English (due in Friday 8th March)
Rhyming words activity
Spellings (Spring week 10 lists- below)
test on Wed 20th March)

Wednesday

(for
Maths due in- equivalent
fractions
Spelling test (week 9
words)

Thursday

Friday

Homework in

Maths (Due done by Friday 22nd March)
Mathletics – Equivalent fraction wall
Compare fractions 1a

English due in- rhyming
words

Spellings for this week: Week 10 words (for test next week- 20th March)
Badgers 12/3/19
Foxes. 12/3/19
Rabbits. 12/3/19
‘ture’ words
‘ture’ words + common words
‘ture’ words + common words
picture
picture
picture
future
future
mixture
nature
nature
nature
texture
texture
future
creature
creature
half
capture
capture
quarter
mixture
mixture
third
adventure
school
fifth
departure
special
school
furniture
suddenly
shout
Copy each word 3 times to
Copy each word 3 times to
Talk about how the ‘ture’
practice and write 3 sentences practice and write 3 sentences letters make a ‘ch’ sound in
using some of the words.
using some of the words.
words- tricky!
Can you find any more words
with a ‘ture’ ending?

Talk about how the ‘ture’
letters make a ‘ch’ sound in
words- tricky!

Copy each word 3 times to
practice and write 3 sentences
using some of the words

Notes:
 Roman Day takes place this Wednesday! Children may dress up in Roman costumes if they
wish. Please make sure they do have their school shoes and coats.
Lunches are as usual that day.
 We need some cardboard for several crafts, any cereal boxes (flattened) would be suitable.
 Red nose day is this Friday, please see the school newsletter for information about the Crazy
Hair activity being organised by Ruby house.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs S Middleton

